
Our company is looking to fill the role of layout artist. To join our growing team,
please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications.

Responsibilities for layout artist

Work closely with the Layout Leads and Supervisor to polish camera
animation and lensing style which is in alignment with, the film director’s
vision for the film and its narrative
Work closely with the Stereo department to implement stereo qualities into
the narrative
Understand department pipeline including all assets and tools, and their
purpose
Leads a team under guidance from Layout Supervisor and production team,
providing leadership, direction and allocating work to artists within the team
Ensure all Layout Artists within the team are adequately trained to full fill the
requirements of the production while mentors less experienced digital artists
Support, establish and maintain an appropriate level of communication with
all crew members and ensure they are properly supported and mentored
Ensure conflict is identified early and constructive solutions are put in place to
resolve/ diffuse
Promote innovative ideas and approaches between different work groups
and individuals
Work closely with the Animation Director, Supervisors, Leads, and Technical
Directors from other departments to ensure efficient pipeline management in
and out of the Performance Unit
Participate in brainstorming and problem solving to create and maintain
production pipelines and support our overall technical goals

Qualifications for layout artist

Example of Layout Artist Job Description
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Display a strong reel that shows examples of work done in a 3d computer
generated environment, ideally on a cg animated movie or television
production
4+ years of Previs experience
Strong Animation skills
Cinematography knowledge and understanding of story and scene layout
Knowledge of traditional camera techniques and the principles of translating
storyboards to 3d
Ability to produce high-level camera work with an in depth knowledge of
composition


